Introduction {#Sec1}
============

One of the primary goals in computational neuroscience is to understand how brain functions arise from the interactions of billions of nerve cells and their underlying biophysical processes at the microscopic scale. Towards that goal, a crucial step is to develop a theoretical framework that links biophysically detailed networks of spiking neurons at the microscopic scale with simplified firing-rate or neural-mass models \[[@CR1]\] for neuronal populations at the coarse-grained mesoscopic or macroscopic scale. Firing-rate models are mathematically tractable and thus permit a theoretical understanding of neuronal population dynamics implicated in various neural computations \[[@CR2]--[@CR6]\]. However, firing rate models are heuristic models that lack a clear link to the underlying microscopic properties. On the other hand, highly detailed biophysical models of cortical microcircuits \[[@CR7]\] and simplified networks of spiking point neurons \[[@CR8]--[@CR10]\] are closely linked to biophysical properties but lack mathematical tractability and do not provide a mechanistic understanding of emergent functional behavior. However, if we were able to systematically reduce biophysically detailed models to simplified networks of spiking point neurons \[[@CR11]\] and further to coarse-grained firing-rate models \[[@CR12]\], we might be able to understand neural computations at the population level in terms of biophysical parameters. One common strategy for coarse-graining a cortical network is to identify approximately homogeneous neuronal populations that consist of cells with similar properties and inputs; e.g., neurons may be grouped with respect to their cell type and cortical location \[[@CR12], [@CR13]\]. Biological data suggests that the size of such neuronal populations are typically small containing only on the order of hundred to thousand of neurons \[[@CR14]\]. Recently, a *mesoscopic* mean-field theory that accounts for finite-size noise has been proposed \[[@CR12]\] based on the refractory density equations for *macroscopic* homogeneous populations of neurons (where the number of neurons tends to infinity) \[[@CR15]--[@CR18]\]. However, in \[[@CR12]\], synapses are assumed to be *static* in the sense that the effective synaptic coupling between two populations of neurons is constant over time.

A ubiquitous feature of cortical dynamics is synaptic short-term plasticity (STP) \[[@CR19]--[@CR22]\], i.e. dynamic changes of synaptic strength on time scales of 100 ms to 1000 ms induced by presynaptic neural activity. Theoretical studies have shown that STP exerts profound effects on network activity \[[@CR23]--[@CR25]\] and information processing capabilities \[[@CR19], [@CR26]--[@CR29]\]. In particular, in a recent biophysically detailed microcircuit model \[[@CR7]\], STP has been a critical factor for reproducing experimentally observed activity patterns. Therefore, a faithful reduction to population rate models should incorporate the effect of STP. Mean-field descriptions for populations of spiking neurons with dynamic synapses are central for such a reduction. Although mean-field theories for STP have been developed for the case of *macroscopic* populations \[[@CR4], [@CR30]--[@CR32]\], a *mesoscopic* mean-field theory that would account for finite-size fluctuations is still lacking.

In this work, we extend the mesoscopic theory of \[[@CR12]\] for *static* synapses to the case of *dynamic* synapses exhibiting Tsodyks--Markram STP \[[@CR30]\]. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} we expose our theory by considering a feedforward setup \[[@CR27], [@CR33]\]. We use an assumption (loosely speaking a Poissonian assumption on the spike statistics), Assumption [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}, which enables the derivation of mesoscopic mean-field dynamics for the effective input. We then compare numerically the effective input given by the mesoscopic mean-field dynamics with simulations of the full microscopic population, in the case where the presynaptic population consists of *N* Poisson neurons. The Poisson case is of special interest because Assumption [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} is satisfied. In Sect. [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}, we first explain how the theory of Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} can be applied to general mesoscopic circuits. We then illustrate how the mesoscopic STP model accurately replicates population spikes and switches between Up and Down states exhibited by a recurrent network of time-inhomogeneous Poisson neurons. Finally, we incorporate the mesoscopic STP model into our previous mesoscopic population model \[[@CR12]\] for generalized integrate and fire (GIF) neurons. We show that the resulting extension faithfully reproduces population spikes observed in a microscopic simulation. In Sect. [4](#Sec18){ref-type="sec"}, we discuss the limitations of our mesoscopic model for GIF neurons and mention possible theoretical extensions. The numerical implementation of the mesoscopic equations are detailed in the Appendix.

Feedforward network with a finite number of dynamic synapses {#Sec2}
============================================================

Network setting and theoretical approach {#Sec3}
----------------------------------------

To derive the mesoscopic theory, let us consider a feedforward setup: *N* neurons from a presynaptic population are connected to a given postsynaptic neuron via *N* synapses (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}(A)). This setup is important because under the approximations we will use, the theory obtained for this simple case can be directly applied to general mesoscopic circuits. In addition, the setup is important for biological modeling because feedforward pathways exhibiting STP are prominent in the nervous system. Examples include visual \[[@CR19]\], auditory \[[@CR34]\], somatosensory \[[@CR35]\] and periform \[[@CR36]\] cortices. Figure 1*Illustration of the setup in the feedforward network*. (**A**) Two populations connected in a feedforward manner via dynamic synapses. We focus on the connections from neurons *j*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$j=1,\ldots ,N$\end{document}$, in the presynaptic population to a specific postsynaptic neuron *i*. (**B**) Microscopic picture of *N* presynaptic spike trains $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$y(t)=N^{-1}\sum_{j=1}^{N}u_{j}(t)x_{j}(t)s_{j}(t)$\end{document}$. (**C**) Mesoscopic picture of *one* effective synapse with *mean-field* STP dynamics driven by the population activity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$A^{N}(t)$\end{document}$ is defined as the population average of the spike trains of each of the *N* neurons forming the population. Thus, when the individual spike trains $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Before we start with the treatment of dynamic synapses, it is instructive to first recall the simpler case of static synapses \[[@CR12]\]. In this case, the synaptic input current (in a current-based model) $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ I_{\mathrm{syn}}^{N}(t)=\sum _{j=1}^{N}\frac{J}{N} \int _{t_{0}}^{t} \epsilon \bigl(t-t' \bigr)s_{j}\bigl(t'\bigr) \,dt'. $$\end{document}$$ Here, *J* is the synaptic weight (in units of electrical charge) assumed to be identical for all synapses onto the postsynaptic neuron, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$I_{\mathrm{syn}}^{N}$\end{document}$) denotes a functional of the *N* presynaptic spike trains $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$s_{1}(t), \ldots , s_{N}(t)$\end{document}$, and hence a mesoscopic quantity.

In mesoscopic models of homogeneous neuronal populations, the central mesoscopic variable is the population activity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$A^{N}(t)$\end{document}$ defined as the sum of spike trains of all neurons in a population divided by the number of neurons. In our case, the mesoscopic activity of the presynaptic population is thus given by $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ A^{N}(t)=\frac{1}{N}\sum _{j=1}^{N}s_{j}(t). $$\end{document}$$ Using the mesoscopic activity of the presynaptic population, the synaptic input current, Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), can be rewritten as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ I_{\mathrm{syn}}^{N}(t)=J \int _{t_{0}}^{t}\epsilon \bigl(t-t' \bigr)A^{N}\bigl(t'\bigr) \,dt'. $$\end{document}$$ Thus, for static synapses, the synaptic input current is completely determined by the past population activities $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\{A^{N}(t')\}_{t'< t}$\end{document}$. This property is crucial for mesoscopic population models that are formulated in terms of mesoscopic population activities \[[@CR12], [@CR37]\]. In particular, in simulations of such mesoscopic models forward in time, the information about past population activities is available at each point in time and can thus be used to compute the input current at present time. In our approach, we thus aim at finding a dynamics of the synaptic input *conditioned* on the history of the population activity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$A^{N}(t)$\end{document}$. We would like to stress that this aim is markedly different from well-known diffusion approximations \[[@CR38], [@CR39]\] (see also \[[@CR40], [@CR41]\] for examples in neuroscience), where a jump process is approximated, when jumps become frequent and small, by a diffusion process. In particular, a diffusion approximation would yield a *stochastic* dynamics if conditioned on the past population activities, in stark contrast to the *deterministic* conditional dynamics, Eq. ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}).

Finding a deterministic relationship between the synaptic input and a given realization $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$R_{j}(t)$\end{document}$ modeling the effect of STP. In contrast to static synapses, Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), the synaptic current for dynamic synapses reads $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$y^{N}(t)$\end{document}$. Equation ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) shows that determining the synaptic input $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$A^{N}(t)$\end{document}$ is an unweighted average. Thus, in mesoscopic simulations, we expect that the synaptic input is strongly but not fully constrained by the knowledge of past population activities. To capture STP in a mesoscopic model, our approach is to find an approximate mean-field dynamics for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$y^{N}(t)$\end{document}$ given the history of the population activity. Importantly, such mean-field dynamics would be mesoscopic in the sense that its simulation does not require simulating all the individual presynaptic neurons and synapses but only a few mesoscopic variables. In addition, for such an approximation to be useful for coarse-graining, its numerical implementation should be computationally economical compared with the simulation of the full microscopic model.

Now we fully specify the dynamics of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Microscopic model {#Sec4}
-----------------

In order to fully specify the dynamics of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$R_{j}(t)$\end{document}$ can be seen as the amount of neurotransmitter that would be released if a spike occurs at time *t*. It is given by the product of two synaptic variables, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$u_{j}(t)$\end{document}$ is the utilization of available resources (i.e. the fraction of these available resources that would be released if a spike occurs) at synapse *j*. Given the presynaptic spike trains $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$u_{j}(t^{-})$\end{document}$ is a shorthand for the left limit at time *t*. Note that the presence of the product $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$u_{j} x_{j}$\end{document}$ in Eq. ([7b](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) introduces a nonlinear coupling between the dynamics of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Remarks on the approximation {#FPar6}
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Instead of the Gaussian approximation, Eq. ([18f](#Equ33){ref-type=""}), it is tempting to consider a first-order approximation, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### First-order mean-field approximation {#FPar7}
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This approximation is very similar to the classic mean-field equations derived for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In this paper, we name Eqs. ([18a](#Equ28){ref-type=""})--([18g](#Equ34){ref-type=""}) the second-order mean-field theory (abbreviated second-order MF) and Eqs. ([19a](#Equ35){ref-type=""})--([19c](#Equ37){ref-type=""}) the first-order mean-field theory (abbreviated first-order MF).

In the rest of this work, we compare numerically the more sophisticated second-order MF to the simpler first-order MF. In this section, we focus on the case where the presynaptic spike trains $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The deviations of the first-order MF become more pronounced during non-stationary transients caused by stepwise increases of the rate of the Poisson process (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The response to step increases accurately traced by the second-order MF, but not by the first-order MF which neglects the correlations between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$A^{N}$\end{document}$ of 100 Poisson neurons when the presynaptic firing rate changes sharply from 0 Hz to 1, 10 and 25 Hz. (**ii**) Corresponding mesoscopic modulation factor *R* predicted by the first- and second-order MF (blue and red lines respectively) compared to the microscopic simulation (black line). Note that at 10 Hz the second-order MF corrects the overestimation in the mean of the first-order MF and reproduces finite-size fluctuations of amplitude similar to that of the population average. Synaptic parameters: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Statistics of the total postsynaptic input {#Sec6}
------------------------------------------

To compare microscopic and mesoscopic descriptions more systematically, we measured the first- and second-order statistics from simulations for varying parameters. At first, we computed the mean of the modulation factor *R* for the stationary process ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\langle R \rangle _{t}$\end{document}$ over time predicted by the first- and second-order MF (dotted blue and solid red lines respectively) compared to microscopic simulations (dashed black line) as a function of the firing rate *r* for a specific set of synaptic parameters. (**D**) TPSI variance over time ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Also, we compared the statistics of fluctuations of the TPSI by measuring the respective power spectral densities (PSD). The PSD can be computed as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$y(t)$\end{document}$ for a finite but large enough time window *T*. We found that the second-order MF significantly better captured the variance (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}(D)) and the PSD (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) of the stationary fluctuations than the first-order MF. A closer inspection of the coefficient of variation of the fluctuations, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\sqrt{\operatorname{Var} (y )}/\langle y\rangle $\end{document}$, over the full parameter space revealed that the first-order MF deviated up to 30% (especially for slow synaptic dynamics or high rates, Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}(ii), (iv)), whereas the second-order model performed well in the whole parameter space (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}(B)). We should specify that the error of the first-order MF is negative, *i.e.* the first-order MF underestimates the coefficient of variation up to 30%. This comes from the fact that in the mesoscopic equations for the first-order MF equations ([19a](#Equ35){ref-type=""})--([19c](#Equ37){ref-type=""}), finite-size fluctuations of the mesoscopic variables *u* and *x* are ignored. Figure 5*Power spectral densities (PSD) of the TPSI given a presynaptic population of 200 stationary Poisson neurons*. PSD of the TPSI of a depressing synapse ((**i**) and (**ii**)) and a facilitating synapse ((**iii**) and (**iv**)), when the firing rate of the presynaptic neurons is 10 Hz ((**i**) and (**iii**)) and 100 Hz ((**ii**) and (**iv**)), predicted by the first- and second-order MF (blue and red lines respectively) compared microscopic simulations (black line). Each PSD is averaged over 5000 simulations and further smoothed using a moving average. Parameters for the depressing synapse: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In conclusion, while mean responses for stationary cases are well captured by the first-order MF, the second-order MF gives a significantly better description of transient responses (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and fluctuations (Figs. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}(B), (D) and [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

Recurrent network with STP {#Sec7}
==========================

Microscopic model {#Sec8}
-----------------

As shown in our previous work \[[@CR12]\], networks of multiple interacting homogeneous populations of spiking neurons, with static synapses, can be accurately predicted with a mesoscopic model. Incorporating the effect of STP in this general model using the mesoscopic approximations of Sect. [2.3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} for the feedforward case is actually easy. This is due to the fact the mesoscopic approximation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\varGamma _{i}$\end{document}$ denotes the index set of presynaptic neurons that connect to neuron *i*.

As our derivation of the mesoscopic theory of STP uses the assumption that neurons have Poisson statistics, we first apply our theory to Poisson rate neurons, which do not exhibit a dependence on spike history. Then, using the same setup, the theory will be applied to a network of generalized integrate-and-fire (GIF) neurons with pronounced spike-history effects.

### Poisson rate model {#Sec9}
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                \begin{document}$\tau _{\mathrm {m}}$\end{document}$ represents the membrane time constant and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$I_{\mathrm{syn},i}(t)$\end{document}$ is the same for all neurons *i* and is given by Eq. ([22](#Equ40){ref-type=""}).
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### GIF model {#Sec10}

The GIF model for the postsynaptic neuron dynamics is determined by the membrane potential $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$i=1,\ldots ,N$\end{document}$ represents the neuron label. Between the spikes, the membrane potential satisfies the dynamics $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$I_{\mathrm{syn},i}(t)$\end{document}$ are the same as in the rate model above.
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Spikes are generated by a conditional intensity (hazard rate) of an exponential form: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$[t,t+dt)$\end{document}$, depends on the momentary distance between the membrane potential and threshold. This completes the definition of the microscopic model.

Mesoscopic mean-field model {#Sec11}
---------------------------

As explained in \[[@CR12]\], the random connectivity can be well approximated by a fully connected network ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$C=N$\end{document}$), with rescaled synaptic weights *pw*, corresponding to a mean-field approximation. In the following, we shall therefore choose $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \tau _{s} \frac{\mathrm{d}I_{\mathrm{syn}}}{\mathrm{d}t} = -I_{ \mathrm{syn}}+J \hat{u}\bigl(t^{-}\bigr)\hat{x} \bigl(t^{-}\bigr)A^{N}(t), $$\end{document}$$ where *û* and *x̂* obey the mean-field equations ([18a](#Equ28){ref-type=""})--([18g](#Equ34){ref-type=""}).
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### Poisson rate model {#Sec12}

In the Poisson rate model, the rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### GIF population model {#Sec13}

For the model with spike-history dependence, the rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The population equations ([31](#Equ49){ref-type=""})--([35](#Equ53){ref-type=""}) have been efficiently integrated numerically by the algorithm presented in \[[@CR12]\]. The numerical integration of the STP mean-field dynamics is given in Appendix [B](#Sec20){ref-type="sec"}.

Recurrent network of Poisson rate neurons---microscopic vs. mesoscopic simulations {#Sec14}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Finite-size noise induced population spikes {#Sec15}

An interesting example of collective neural dynamics, potentially linked to synaptic depression, is the phenomenon of population spikes in cultured neural networks \[[@CR37]\]. We asked whether population spikes, a brief period of high average population activity, can be explained by our finite-size population theory with STP. As in previous work \[[@CR37]\], we considered a single excitatory population endowed with STP. The mesoscopic mean-field equations allowed us to choose parameters of this model such that the macroscopic mean-field dynamics ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$N \rightarrow \infty $\end{document}$, see Eqs. ([56a](#Equ89){ref-type=""})--([56e](#Equ93){ref-type=""})) is in an excitable regime for the second-order MF but not for the first-order MF. Here excitable regime means that the macroscopic dynamics converges to an equilibrium point if the total drive remains below a certain threshold. However, if the threshold is exceeded (e.g. by a brief excitable stimulus or an increase of recurrent synaptic excitation), the activity rises rapidly to large values due to the positive feedback of recurrent excitation. The explosive rise of the activity is terminated by the beginning of synaptic depression, which acts as negative feedback and ultimately wins over recurrent excitation. As a result of the initial excitation, the population activity may show population spikes similar to action potential in other excitable systems such as single neurons.

As expected for an excitable system driven by noise \[[@CR42]\], the population activity exhibits irregular population spikes if the population size is small (here $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$N=100$\end{document}$), i.e. if finite-size noise is sufficiently strong (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}(A)(i)--(iii)). In our case, the drive that causes population spikes originates from finite-size fluctuations as expressed by the stochastic terms in Eq. ([28](#Equ46){ref-type=""}). For $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$N = 100$\end{document}$, the second-order MF accurately predicts the mean activity (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}(B)) and power spectrum (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}(C)) of the full microscopic simulation whereas the first-order MF deviates quantitatively. Importantly, in the limit of large population size, population spikes vanish in the second-order MF theory consistent with microscopic simulations (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}(A)(vi), (iv), $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$N=5000$\end{document}$ in the first-order MF approximation corresponding to a deterministic limit-cycle dynamics (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}(A)(v)). Figure 6*Recurrent network of Poisson neurons with finite-size noise generating irregular population spikes*. (**A**) For small population size, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$N=100$\end{document}$, microscopic (**i**) as well as first- (**ii**) and second-order (**iii**) MF dynamics exhibit irregular population spikes. For large population size, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$N=5000$\end{document}$, and hence weak finite-size noise, population spikes cease in microscopic (**iv**) and second-order MF dynamics (**vi**) consistent with an excitable dynamics, whereas the first-order MF approximation (**v**) wrongly predicts regular population spikes corresponding to an underlying oscillatory (limit-cycle) dynamics. (**B**) Time-averaged population activity decreases with increasing population size indicating a decrease of population spike frequency. The prediction of the second-order MF is accurate across all population sizes, which is not the case with the first-order MF, especially for large populations. (**C**) PSD of population activities for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$N=100$\end{document}$ neurons. Model parameters are detailed in Appendix [E](#Sec23){ref-type="sec"}. Superscript (^*N*^) of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In summary, the second-order MF approximation accurately reproduces the qualitative behavior and the mean and the power spectrum of excitatory networks of Poisson neurons with synaptic STP. The statistical properties of the first-order MF dynamics exhibit quantitative deviations of statistical properties and in some cases fails to reproduce the qualitative behavior if the system is poised near a bifurcation. The large discrepancies between the first-order MF and the microscopic model in the example we show (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) are mainly caused by the error in the mean modulation factor *R*. Indeed, for our choice of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\tau _{D} = \tau _{F} = 1\text{ s}$\end{document}$, correlations between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$x_{j}$\end{document}$ are relatively strong but are neglected by the first-order MF. We note that this error appears already for the deterministic (i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$N\rightarrow \infty $\end{document}$) dynamics. Inaccuracies in the correct description of finite-size noise in the first-order MF model may yield additional sources of errors.

Furthermore, the second-order MF remains accurate when the connection probability *p* of the network is smaller than 1 (given that the number *pN* of incoming synapses per neuron is roughly greater than 100). When *p* is smaller than 1, we argue in Sect. [3.2](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"} that the microscopic network can be approximated by a fully-connected network with rescaled synaptic weights (mean-field approximation). We test this claim numerically in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}: using the same setup as in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, for a population size of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$N=1000$\end{document}$ neurons, we show that the second-order MF yields more accurate prediction than the first-order MF even when the connection probability is reduced down to 0.1. Figure 7*PSD of population activities with different connection probabilityp(same setup as Fig. *[*6*](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}*)*. A microscopic network of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$N=1000$\end{document}$ neurons is simulated with three different connection probabilities: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$p=1.0, 0.2 \text{ and } 0.1$\end{document}$. Synaptic weights *w* are set such that the rescaled synaptic weights *pw* is constant. These three microscopic networks share the same mean-field approximation. Notice that the second-order MF is more accurate that the first-order MF even if the connection probability is reduced. Here, the model parameters are slightly modified from Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} to ensure that population spikes occur in the microscopic simulation 1000 neurons. Parameters are detailed in Appendix [E](#Sec23){ref-type="sec"}. Superscript (^*N*^) of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Bistable switching between Up and Down states induced by finite-size fluctuations {#Sec16}

Another collective phenomenon in neural networks is multistability. In the presence of finite-size noise, systems with multistable behavior exhibit switches between different attractor states \[[@CR12], [@CR43], [@CR44]\]. In particular, bistable neural systems driven by noise support stochastic switches between high and low population activity ("Up and Down states") \[[@CR12], [@CR31], [@CR45], [@CR46]\]. As a starting point of our simulations of Up and Down states, following \[[@CR31]\], we use an excitatory population with synaptic depression in the bistable regime. The qualitative behavior of the microscopic model exhibiting Up and Down states is captured by both first- and second-order MF (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}). A closer look at the mean firing rate, which is mainly determined by the ratio of the time spent in the Up or Down state, reveals that the first-order MF dynamics predicts significantly longer residence times in the Up state (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}(B)). In contrast, the second-order MF approximation accurately matches the simulation of the microscopic model. In this example we have chosen $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$x_{j}$\end{document}$ are negligible. As the consequence, the mean modulation factors *R* predicted by the first- and second-order MF theories, and hence the mean TPSI $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\langle y\rangle $\end{document}$, are almost equal (cf. Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}(A)). The error made by the first-order MF approximation mainly results from an incorrect description of finite-size fluctuations: at high firing rate (Up state), finite-size fluctuations are largely underestimated in the first-order MF dynamics as mentioned in Sect. [2.4](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}. The weaker noise implies longer residence times in the Up state. This example highlights the relevance of the fluctuation statistics provided by the second-order MF approximation. Figure 8*Switchings between Up and Down states induced by finite-size fluctuations in a recurrent networks of Poisson neurons with STP*. (**A**) Microscopic simulation of a fully connected network of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$N=50$\end{document}$ neurons. The population activity shows switches between Up and Down states. (**B**) Time-averaged population activity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\langle A^{N} \rangle _{t}$\end{document}$ (which depends on the probabilities of being in the Up and Down states) for different population sizes. Microscopic simulations (black dots) are compared to mesoscopic simulations with the first- and second-order MF equations (blue and red lines, respectively). Note that, for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\langle A^{N} \rangle _{t}$\end{document}$ indicating larger residence times in the Up state due to underestimation of finite-size noise. The same set of parameters are used in (**A**) and (**B**) and details are in Appendix [E](#Sec23){ref-type="sec"}. Superscript (^*N*^) of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Recurrent network of GIF neurons---microscopic vs. mesoscopic simulations {#Sec17}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

As a final demonstration of the mesoscopic MF theory with STP, we consider an excitable regime generating population spikes as in Sect. [3.3.1](#Sec15){ref-type="sec"} but with more realistic neurons described by a GIF spiking neuron model (Sects. [3.1.2](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"} and [3.2.2](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"}). Because of spike-history dependencies such as refractoriness, spike arrivals at synapses are no longer Poisson processes. Hence, the Poisson assumption of first- and second-order MF theories is not fulfilled anymore for recurrent GIF networks. Nevertheless, it is interesting to see whether population spikes can still be captured by the mesoscopic MF equations. To this end, we simulated the recently developed mesoscopic population equations for populations of GIF neurons \[[@CR12]\] given by Eqs. ([22](#Equ40){ref-type=""}), ([31](#Equ49){ref-type=""})--([35](#Equ53){ref-type=""}) extended by the MF equations for STP, Eqs. ([18a](#Equ28){ref-type=""})--([18g](#Equ34){ref-type=""}). The full MF theory qualitatively reproduces population spikes at small population sizes (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}(A)) and their extinction for large populations (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}(B)). Both the mean (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}(C)) and fluctuation statistics (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}(D)) are roughly captured by the MF equations albeit with small deviations from the microscopic simulation. However, a clear advantage of 2nd vs. first-order approximation is not apparent. This indicates that the second-order approximation does not necessarily yield a better approximation for networks of non-Poisson neurons and that the computationally simpler first-order MF model might be preferable in spiking neural networks with strong spike-history effects. Figure 9*Finite-size noise induced population spikes in recurrent networks of GIF neurons*. (**A**) Population activity of a fully connected network of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$N=100$\end{document}$ neurons exhibiting irregular population spikes (microscopic simulation (**A**)(**i**), first- and second-order MF theory (**A**)(**ii**) and (**A**)(**iii**), respectively). (**B**) Same as (**A**) but with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$N=1000$\end{document}$. Finite-size fluctuations are not strong enough to elicit population spikes. (**C**) Time-averaged population activity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\langle A^{N} \rangle _{t}$\end{document}$ (which depends on the frequency of population spikes) for different *N*. (**D**) Power spectral densities of the population activity for a network of 100 neurons. The same set of parameters is used in all panels and is detailed in Appendix [E](#Sec23){ref-type="sec"}. Superscript (^*N*^) of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discussion {#Sec18}
==========

We have derived stochastic mean-field (MF) equations that capture the effect of synaptic short-term plasticity (STP) at the level of populations. These equations generalize previous MF theories for deterministic population rates \[[@CR4], [@CR30], [@CR31]\] to the case of finite-size populations with stochastic population rates (mesoscopic description). The mesoscopic STP dynamics is compatible with a recent mesoscopic population model \[[@CR12]\], which has been originally derived for static synapses. The mesoscopic MF dynamics of STP can thus be easily included into existing mesoscopic models. We find that a first-order mean-field approximation that accounts for stochastic rates but neglects correlations between facilitation and depression variables (as in \[[@CR47]\]) approximates well the mean stationary input. This mean input is slightly improved by a second-order approximation, which accounts for correlations but neglects third and higher-order cumulants. The main strength of the second-order MF theory lies in the prediction of fluctuations and transient responses of the STP variables. We have shown that population spikes and UP and Down state switches in a one-population model with synaptic depression can be well described by the extended mesoscopic model. In particular, the second-order MF equations accurately replicate simulations of a network of Poisson neurons coupled via dynamic synapses. For networks of GIF spiking neurons the agreement is less accurate but still captures the qualitative collective dynamics.

In simulations of neuronal populations with STP, our mesoscopic mean-field model yields a considerable reduction of computational complexity. Compared to a network with static synapses, each neuron is endowed with two additional variables $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$x_{j}$\end{document}$ that capture the effect of dynamic synapses onto its postsynaptic target neurons. In a single population of *N* neurons and connection probability *p*, a microscopic simulation thus requires the numerical integration of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$2pN$\end{document}$ additional equations. By contrast, a simulation of the mesoscopic model only needs 4 additional equations per population. Thus we expect that our extended mesoscopic dynamics offers a significant speed up of large-scale simulations of cortical circuits with dynamic synapses \[[@CR7]\].

An interesting question that has been studied theoretically \[[@CR27]--[@CR29]\] is how STP affects information transmission through a large ensemble of dynamic synapses. Our reduction of a synaptic ensemble to a four-dimensional nonlinear mean-field dynamics offers a mathematical framework to derive approximate analytical expressions for measures of information transmission. Analysing information processing capabilities of STP in the context of our mean-field theory is an interesting topic for future studies.

We have employed the deterministic STP model of Tsodyks and Markram \[[@CR30]\]. While the resulting mean-field equations hold for this specific model, the same approach can be applied straightforwardly to other deterministic models of STP (e.g. \[[@CR21], [@CR48]\]). It is less obvious how to treat *stochastic* models of STP. Biological synapses are highly stochastic owing to the small number of synaptic vesicles that are randomly released upon spike arrival. This includes a finite probability of transmission failure. Using stochastic models of STP, it has been shown that synaptic stochasticity has a strong impact on information transmission \[[@CR28]\] and postsynaptic neural responses \[[@CR49]\]. On the population level, it seems to be feasible to treat this source of randomness in a similar manner as we did in Sect. [2.3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}. A generalization to a mesoscopic STP model that is applicable for stochastic synapses, will be an important subject for further studies.

The mean-field equations for the STP dynamics have been derived under the assumption that presynaptic spike trains are, loosely speaking, Poisson (Assumption [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}). We have tested the mean-field equations in a feedforward setup and a recurrent network of Poisson rate units, where Assumption [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} holds true, and we found excellent agreements with microscopic simulations. For the application to recurrent networks of generalized integrate-and-fire (GIF) neurons in Sect. [3.4](#Sec17){ref-type="sec"}, Assumption [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} is not fulfilled because of refractoriness and other spike-history dependencies of single neurons \[[@CR50], [@CR51]\]. Despite the non-Poisson (colored-noise) statistics of spike trains in integrate-and-fire networks, a Poisson (white-noise) assumption is commonly used in mean-field theories as a "first-order approximation" \[[@CR52]\]. In a similar spirit, we here simply assumed that synaptic input can be treated as a Poisson process so as to apply our MF theory for STP to networks of GIF neurons. For a simple one-population model with excitatory synaptic connections and STP that exhibits non-trivial dynamics in the form of population spikes, we have shown that the MF equations reproduce the qualitative behavior. This indicates that the MF theory may be valid beyond networks of Poisson neurons. A theoretical analysis of the effect of non-Poisson inputs and the region of validity of the present MF model is beyond the scope of the present paper and remains to be studied. To this end, theoretical approaches to treat dynamic synapses driven by renewal processes \[[@CR53]--[@CR55]\] might be a promising starting point.

Note that although the derivation of the mesoscopic mean-field approximation is systematic we do not obtain any mathematical guarantee that the process $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$y^{N}(t)$\end{document}$ we want to approximate. In the case where the spike trains $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$y^{N}(t)$\end{document}$ converge to the same diffusion approximation as *N* tends to infinity. Obtaining such a proof would be, however, challenging because in our case, we do not know around which mean value the process fluctuates, i.e. we do not know the deterministic $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$N \to \infty $\end{document}$. Note that if one considers purely facilitating (or purely depressing) synapses, the deterministic $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$N \to \infty $\end{document}$ limit can be computed (see \[[@CR32]\]). Even in the case of purely facilitating or depressing synapses, deriving the diffusion approximation for the evolution of the mesoscopic variables $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In our previous work \[[@CR12]\], we have developed a mean-field theory of neuronal populations that incorporates spike-history dependencies, such as refractoriness and adaptation, and finite-size fluctuations in a consistent manner. By adding another important feature---synaptic short-term plasticity---we have here made a further step towards a microscopically-grounded mesoscopic population model of a cortical circuit.

Appendix 1: Proof of Lemma [2.1](#FPar4){ref-type="sec"} {#Sec19}
========================================================

To derive the system of equations ([16a](#Equ20){ref-type=""})--([16c](#Equ22){ref-type=""}), it is useful to rewrite the microscopic synaptic dynamics Eqs. ([11a](#Equ12){ref-type=""})--([11b](#Equ13){ref-type=""}) in differential form: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Appendix 2: Efficient numerical implementation of the mesoscopic approximation {#Sec20}
==============================================================================

The mesoscopic STP dynamics given by Eqs. ([18a](#Equ28){ref-type=""})--([18g](#Equ34){ref-type=""}) are driven by a point process $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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When we integrate Eqs. ([18c](#Equ30){ref-type=""})--([18e](#Equ32){ref-type=""}), we encounter the terms $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In summary, the Euler scheme corresponding to Eqs. ([18a](#Equ28){ref-type=""})--([18g](#Equ34){ref-type=""}) is $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The generation of correlated centered Gaussian random variables $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Finally, we note that in numerical simulations it is convenient to operate on the spike counts $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Appendix 3: Equations for infinite-size populations and steady-state formulas {#Sec21}
=============================================================================

A macroscopic theory of STP for infinite-size populations for what we call the first-order MF has been presented in \[[@CR30]\]. We detail here the adaptation of our second-order MF to the case if infinite-size populations.

In the infinite-size case, the stochastic populations activity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Appendix 4: Mesoscopic population equations for network of GIF neurons---ODE representation {#Sec22}
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Appendix 5: Recurrent network parameters {#Sec23}
========================================
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